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Resume: In this paper we analyze the development process in Serbia in the first 
decade of the 21
st century. At the beginning we clearly defined the difference 
between simple growth of national economy and its development. It is obvious 
that  the  growth  of  revenue  in  the  period  2001-2008  could  not  be  marked  as 
development compared by all of the major macroeconomic indicators. Also there 
is no doubt that similar (or same) growth pattern as in the analyzed period could 
not be a development model in the future. Because of that, we proposed at the 
end  of  the  paper  new  elements  of  Serbian  development  -  based  on  KBE 
(knowledge based economy) in the industry sector energy and all other types of 
efficiency  measures  and  enhancing  of  personnel  capabilities  and  training  of 
employees as comparative advantages of Serbian Economy.  
Key Words: Development, Growth, Investments, Knowledge, Transition. 
Rezime : U ovom radu se analizira razvojni proces u Republici Srbiji tokom prve 
decenije XXI veka. Na početku se jasno navodi razlikovanje procesa rasta od 
razvoja jedne ekonomije i zbog čega se rast dohotka koji je Srbija ostvarivala u 
periodu 2001-2008. godine ne može označiti kao razvojni proces. Prema svim 
ključnim  makro  ekonomskim  pokazateljima  ostvarivanje  rasta  Srbije  na  istim 
osnovama kao u analiziranom periodu je nemoguće u budućnosti, pa se stoga 
na kraju rada predlažu osnove na kojima treba bazirati razvoj Srbije u tekućoj 
deceniji. Poseban naglasak se stavlja na razvoj industrije zasnovane na znanju, 
energetskim  i  svim  drugim  vidovima  ušteda  koje  bi  vodile  podizanju  ukupne 
efikasnosti  domaće  privrede  i  podizanju  obučenosti  i  primenljivih  znanja 
zaposlenih kao komparativnim prednostima Srbije. 
Ključne reči: investicije, rast, razvoj, tranzicija, znanje. 
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At the beginning of repeated renewal of transition and reforms in Serbia in 2001 
the expectations of the entire general public were more than optimistic. After a 
long period of stagnation and retrogression, with the political changes from the 
end of the year 2000, the general opinion was that Serbia is faced with a period 
of  rise  and  development  as  a  result  of  low  starting  point  and  opening  up  – 
integration  of  the  country  in  the  world.  A  significant  inflow  of  capital  and 
donations  realized  in  the  first  years,  as  a  result  of  growing  support  by  the 
international community, created the impression that Serbia is truly moving at a 
fast tempo into the reforms and that it will succeed in making up for the lagging 
behind other countries in transition, at least those from our wider surroundings 
(region). This was highly important  in order to perform full integration of Serbia, 
as  well  as  its  neighbors,  with  greater  easy  and  faster  into  the  EU  structure, 
which all the countries of the region were openly striving at. However, in spite of 
the  success  in  achieving  a  growth  of  the  domestic  product,  many  other 
indicators  gave  reason  for  worry  to  all  analytical  and  objective  experts.  This 
pertained, first of all, to the analysis of the achieved growth, more precisely, its 
sources and generating  options over a longer period of time, but also to the 
worsening  of  distribution  of  created  revenue  with  a  growingly  stronger 
stratification of population and creation of a class of transitional winners based 
on  “lucrative,  rent-seeking  activities”.  It  became  clear  very  soon  that  the 
possibilities  of  achieving  such  growth  in  the  future  were  soon  exhausted, 
namely, that some things had to be profoundly changed if any progress was to 
be made. The matrix of achievement of growth of national economy that was 
applied in the late 20
th century, based on continuingly same priorities since the 
seventies  of  the  past  century  –  agriculture,  energy  and  tourism,  had  to  be 
changed profoundly. In the meantime, many of the former countries in transition 
achieved a significant transformation of economy which enabled them to catch 
pace with the leading EU countries (the case of the Czech Republic, Slovenia, 
Hungary, Slovakia). Hence, a question must clearly be posed: how can Serbia 
achieve growth and development of its national economy in the second decade 
of the 21
st century?  This is the main motto for writing this paper.  
 
 
A  very  frequent  mistake  exhibited  here  in  the  broader  professional  public  is 
equating  the  processes  of  growth  and  development  of  an  economy,  more 
precisely, that any growth of revenue and activity in a country is proclaimed its 
development. Contrary to this, in the theory of economic development a clear 
1.  INTRODUCTION 
2.  GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT OF ECONOMY – 
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distinction is made between these two concepts, because every growth does not 
at the same time imply development. Serbia has experienced this in the course 
of the last quarter of the century on two occasions: first, with the implementation 
of the Program of reforms of the governor Avramović 1994-1998 and following 
that also in the period covered by the present paper,  2001-2010.  
The growth of revenue  was, nevertheless, avery  important component of the 
process of development, because no investments could be realized without it  as  
“condicio sine qua non“ of development. For this very reason a rule prevails in 
the  development  theory  that  there  is  no  development  without  growth  of  a 
national economy, whereas the opposite is quite possible.            
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Graph 1. - Course of Development Process 
 
A conclusion may be drawn based on the above graph that the development 
process means actually a continuous upgrading of the first quadrant – resources 
(their increase or quality upgrade), which facilitates the execution of all other 
graph boxes, but continuously on a higher level of revenue and activity.  
When needed to  gain insight in the status and development prospects of an 
economy based on a quick and simplified analysis in the theory of economic 
development,  just  four  key  macro  economic  indicators  have  to  be  taken  into 
consideration:   
-  trends in generating revenue , namely, GDP             Filipović, M.: Sustainable Development of Serbia at the beginning of the 21st Century 
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-  trends in the domain of employment-unemployment 
-  stability of economy measured by retail price index (in the most recent 
period by consumer price index) and   
-  balance of payment, with particular emphasis on the balance of current 
transactions of an economy.  
Starting from the assumption that based on the realization of trends of these four 
indicators during the period of 5-7 years we can provide, with high reliability, not 
just an analysis of the current status but also the prospects and possibilities of 
development at least in the next five  years, below is provided an analysis of 
each mentioned macro indicator.  
The growth of the GDP in the past decade was realized in all years except the 
year 2009. However, this is a consequence of two factors: first, extremely low 
initial basis of the Serbian economy at the beginning of the 21
st century (the 
period after the detrimental sanctions and isolation of the country, with a GDP 
that  was  diminished  to  below  one  half  of  the  previously  achieved  level)  and 
second, inflow of very small quantity of foreign accumulation in various forms 
(donations, through privatization, direct foreign investments and indebtedness of 
the  country).  Prof.  Mlađen  Kovačević  recently  calculated  that  some  US$  70 
billion  of  foreign  accumulation,  calculated  on  various  grounds  and  in  various 
forms arrived in Serbia during the period 2001!
  When these facts are taken into 
consideration, the realized average growth rate of about 5% does not seem as 
impressive as the creators of economic policies would like to emphasize.   
 
 
Tabela 1. - GDP Growth Rate 
  2002  2003  2004  2005  2006  2007  2008  2009  2010 
GDP 
growth 
rate 
4.3  2.5  9.3  5.4  3.6  5.4  3.8  -3.5  1.0 
Source: http:[[www.nbs.rs[internet[cirilica[80[index.html 
  
We will not dwell on this occasion on the structure of GDP growth in Serbia, 
which is highly unfavorable and based on above average increase of services, 
the  part  that  is  non-productive  and  non-exchangeable  with  other  countries, 
namely, used above all to generate domestic demand; at the same time, the 
processing industry which is the backbone of technological development in the 
most developed countries and the economy of know-how, in Serbia dropped to 
below 15% of share in GDP. The greatest drop here was marked in the very 
branches of industry that are export oriented and where the new implementation 
of  technology  is  relatively  high,  whereas  the  parts  of  the  processing  industry 
having  low  accumulation    and    outdated  technologies  and  know-how  have 
stagnated. For this very reason, particularly in the past 3 years, there is a rise in Filipović, M.: Sustainable Development of Serbia at the beginning of the 21st Century 
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the number of opinions on the need of deindustrialization or  reindustrialization 
of  Serbia  (see  more,  e.g.  in  [5]),  because  the  level  of  achieved  industrial 
production, according to statistical data, is still lower than achieved in 1998. It is 
particularly painful to hear that the industrial production in Serbia is still below 
50% of what was produced in SFR Yugoslavia, in other words before 1990!  
                  
Grafikon 2.
Kretanje BDP-a Srbije, 2001-2010.
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Graph 2. -  GDP Trend in Serbia 2001-2010 
 
When a disaggregation of realization of growth of GDP is performed according 
to sectors a result is arrived at which shows a lack of sustainability of further 
growth of Serbian economy on the same basis. Namely, the industry marks a 
drop  of 0.1% during the entire period 2001-2009, whereas such trend is even 
more pronounced in the processing industry segment and is equal to as much 
as 0.4% in the same period. Hence, the contribution of industry in the growth of 
Serbian GDP is 0.0%, namely, it can be paraphrased that industry has no impact 
on the realized revenue of Serbia! 
As the table shows, the greatest rate growth and greatest contribution to GDP is 
provided  by:  trade,  information  and  telecommunications,  administrative  and 
financial activities and insurance. It is commendable that the expert, scientific 
and technical activities have reached a growth rate of 3.4%. However, this did 
not  improve  significantly  the  very  bad  picture  of  the  degree  of  technical  and 
process obsoleteness and the low level of applied technology in the industrial 
companies in Serbia.                       
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Table 2. - GDP Formation 
  2001-2009 
Growth rate  GDP contribution 
Agriculture     2,1  0,4 
Industry    -0,1  0,0 
Processing industry     -0,4  0,0 
Building industry   6,3  0,2 
Services  4,6  2,4 
Trade      10,8  0,9 
Transportation and storage  3,1  0,1 
Accommodation and catering services  -1,1  0,0 
Information and telecommunications  16,2  0,6 
Financial activities and insurance   6,3  0,2 
Real estate transactions  2,0  0,2 
Expert, scientific and technical  activities   3,4  0,1 
Administrative and auxiliary service activities   7,6  0,1 
Gross value added activities  3,5  3,1 
Fisim  8,2  0,2 
Gross added value      3,3  2,9 
Net product tax          7,6  1,1 
Gross domestic product   4,0  4,0 
Source: Taken from [4], pp. 24 
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Image 1. -  Technology obsoleteness in Serbian Companies Filipović, M.: Sustainable Development of Serbia at the beginning of the 21st Century 
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As the graph clearly shows, about 75% of all employed population works in low 
and medium tech developed sectors, which includes 90% of all companies, and 
about 76% of the newly created value is realized there!  The high tech sectors, 
which is the driving force that can pull the domestic industry forward and make it 
competitive  in  the  world  market,  includes  just  5%  of  all  companies  and  their 
share in the employment is just a slightly higher percentage.     
Secondly, during the  entire period observed the productivity growth  was built 
mainly  on  cutting  down  the  number  of  employees,  above  all,  in  privatized 
companies, whereas opening of new companies and new jobs at the same time 
was insufficient to receive the inflow of new employees in the labor market. The 
balance  was  such  that  the  unemployment  rate  was  growing  in  all  the  years 
except  in  2007-2008,  in  order  to  reach  a  record  level  of  over  23%  in  2011. 
According to these indicators, we are at the very top in Europe, particularly when 
observing the structure of the unemployed, where the above average share is 
taken up by:  young and highly educated persons, women compared to men and 
residents of underdeveloped compared to most developed parts of the country 
(Belgrade and Novi Sad as exceptions).                  
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Unemployment 
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Source: http://www.nbs.rs/internet/cirilica/80/index.html 
 
Grafikon 3.
Stopa nezaposlenosti u Srbiji, 2002-2011.
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Graph 3. - Unemployment rate in Serbia, 2002-2011 Filipović, M.: Sustainable Development of Serbia at the beginning of the 21st Century 
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The  contribution  to  unemployment  growth  by  privatization  was  the  subject  of 
numerous analyses in the recent past (see details in [7]), particularly when the 
situation is changing to the worse with the world economic crisis that has had a 
drastic impact on Serbia, particularly its industrial production (see details in [8]). 
The  only  response  by  employers  in  Serbia  in  such  an  environment  is  the 
implementation of strategy of reduction of expenditures at all levels, starting, as 
a rule, with the number of employees and gross salary fund. On the other hand, 
significant breakthroughs in savings of other types are missing – for example in 
the  quantity  of  consumer  energy  per  unit  of  product,  quantity  of  consumed 
resources  (metals,  nonmetals,  plastics,  packaging  for  a  certain  quantity  of 
products and similar.  
Another  unfavorable  fact  needs  to  be  pointed  out  here.  Namely,  our  public 
sector has practically not even started to reform, whereas it is highly important 
by  its  significance  for  employment  in  Serbia.  Namely,  when  we  add  up  the 
complete administration (ministries, agencies, funds, NBS, administrations and 
local governments), social institutions financed (partially) from the budget (health 
care, education) and public companies at all levels, they all employ over one 
third of all employees in Serbia. During the reform of this part of our economy it 
is certain that there will be a new wave of lay offs that will have no alternative in 
the form of employment in other sectors of national economy.   
With respect to price trends and stability of national economy, it was necessary 
to assume that some illogical things inherited from the past (extremely high level 
of controlled prices) had to be corrected. Namely, it was necessary to remedy 
the  inherited  price  disparity.  However,  after  this  period  as  well  the  price 
fluctuation was continued at the level of two digit inflation, except in 2006, 2008 
and 2009 (at 6.6% namely 8.6% of annual growth). This indicates that the long-
term systemic stability has not been achieved, namely that there is an imbalance 
in the internal market that result in continuous frictions and options for flexibility 
in increase of prices and rigidity  in their  reduction.  
 
Table 4. - Consumer Prices in % 
  2002  2003  2004  2005  2006  2007  2008  2009  2010 
Consumer 
prices in 
% 
14.8  7.8  13.7  17.7  6.6  11.0  8.6  6.6  10.3 
Source: http://www.nbs.rs/internet/cirilica/80/index.html 
 
Such price trends are not surprising because they are caused by at least two 
powerful factors: first, a powerful budget deficit in all the observed years, except 
for  2005,  when  a  minimum  surplus  was  marked  and  secondly,  leaps  in  the 
national currency exchange rate, but with a continuous tendency of raising the 
level in 2008-2010. When analyzing the consumer price growth structure it can 
be observed that the growth is  highest in the goods and services which are the 
most important for the standard of the population, namely, which take up over Filipović, M.: Sustainable Development of Serbia at the beginning of the 21st Century 
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60%  of  the  family  budget  (food  and  drinks,  utility  services  and  housing, 
transportation). 
Grafikon 4.
Potrošačke cene u %, 2002-2011.
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Graph 4. -  Consumer prices in %, 2002-2011 
 
Finally, the situation is negative in the domain of payment balance, especially 
the current payment balance. Serbia has a permanent, extremely high level of 
deficit in the trade in goods with the world, which is compensated only partially 
by the positive balance in services. Thus, the deficit  with respect to the realized 
GDP  is continuously at the level above 7%, with extreme of as high as  21.6% 
in 2008. The deficit in the current balance is covered from various sources: at 
the  beginning  of  the  period  from  donations,  by  intensified  inflow  from 
privatization, and since 2009 to date with increased growth of indebtedness. In 
all this, there is a continuous inflow at the level of US$2.5-3.5 billion based on 
remittances which makes it much easier to close the payment balance, but on 
the other hand, which is uncertain and as a rule, oriented mostly to consumption.   
 
Table 5. - Deficit in Current Account 
  2002  2003  2004  2005  2006  2007  2008  2009  2010 
Current 
account, 
GDP % 
-4.2  -7.8  -13.8  -8.8  -10.1  -17.7  -21.6  -7.2  -7.2 
Source: http://www.nbs.rs/internet/cirilica/80/index.html 
 
The table clearly shows that the sources from which the deficit is financed in 
trading with the world are unsustainable on a long run, uncertain and in many 
cases  nonrepetitive.  Very  serious  debates  were  opened  at  the  end  of  2011 
among individual representatives of state institutions on the degree of  public Filipović, M.: Sustainable Development of Serbia at the beginning of the 21st Century 
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debt and potential exceeding of regulatory frameworks of 45% (NBS and Fiscal 
Council on one side, and the representatives of the Ministry of Finance on the 
other). In any case, the possibilities of new indebtedness are very limited, either 
by the law, or the scope of available finances in the world market, or more and 
more  unfavorable  terms  under  which  the  new  debts  are  granted.  Therefore, 
maintenance of a macroeconomic stability the same way that was done from 
2008 to date is practically impossible and realistic sources must be sought.   Tekući račun kao % od BDP-a
2002-2010.
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Graph 5. - Current account as % of GDP 3002-2010 
 
At the end of this part of the paper the following conclusions may be drawn with 
respect to growth and development of Serbia in the past decade:  
following  a  long  period  of  isolation  and  banishment  of  the  country  from  the 
international  financial,  economic  and  trade  flows  Serbia  tried  to  make  its 
comeback and integration on the world stage on practically same assumptions 
of development policy 
in the meantime the surroundings of Serbia had transformed and progressed 
drastically.  In  many  of  the  countries  the  transition  process  was  practically 
nearing its completion by the end of the 20
th century which made them far more 
competitive and attractive for investments on the world market than the economy 
of Serbia 
the commenced reforms of Serbia from  2001-2002 were suddenly halted with 
the events from March 2003, with an intensive disintegration of the minimum 
national consensus on the need of major and profound  institutional and all other 
changes as a prerequisite for the country’s progress  
in  the  first  decade  of  the  21
st  century  Serbia  found  itself,  unfortunately,  in  a 
completely counter-cycle trend with respect to its environment; during the period 
in which the CEE countries were carrying out reforms with an ample aid of EU 
and in a situation of existence of a great surplus of financial solvency in the 
world financial market, Serbia was pining in isolation; when Serbia launched its Filipović, M.: Sustainable Development of Serbia at the beginning of the 21st Century 
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transformation and changes,  just  a couple of years later the most severe world 
economic crisis in the past 80 years struck, while at the same time several major 
infrastructural investments were launched in Serbia with extremely high capital 
intensity and a long period of activation and return, whose effects will be felt only 
in the decade that has began.  
 
 
Therefore, the basis on which the growth of GDP was realized in the course of 
the first decade of the 21
st century in Serbia is unsustainable on a long run. 
These are sources of financing growth which are either one-time (privatization) 
or uncertain (remittances and donations) or highly limited (new indebtedness). 
The  growth  model  of  Serbia  based  on  insistence  on  domestic  consumption, 
growth  of  production  of  services  and  almost  unlimited  import  of  all  sorts  of 
things, on the side of creating GDP, namely, excessive personal, and particularly 
public  consumption  on  the  side  of  distribution  of  created  GDP,  has  been 
exhausted.  Some  authors,  perceived  on  time  these  trends  and  limitation  of 
development  of  Serbia,  wrote  warnings  and  discerned  a  rapid  end  of  such 
behavior, however, unfortunately, such warnings were not heeded or taken into 
consideration in a situation of high inflow of capital from abroad and belief that 
the  economy  of  Serbia  has  unstoppably  and  irreversibly  moved  into  a  rapid 
growth and development on the path of further European integrations. 
What is proposed for the second decade of the 21
st century in the economy of 
Serbia? 
First of all, it is necessary to start finally with the execution of structural changes 
that differentiate  growth and development. This implies the following: 
-  transformation of production, namely, creating income with a far greater 
share  of  the  processing  industry  based  on  know-how,  high  tech  and 
producing products that can be marketed in the world market (example 
of car industry and the case of the Czech Republic and Slovakia); in any 
case  Serbia  has  to  define  one  or  more  so  called  “driving”  sectors  of 
national  economy  that  can  serve,  owing  to  the  level  of  applied 
technology  and  innovations,  as  backbone  of  development  in  the 
forthcoming  period;      this  would  be  the  way  to  realize  the  proposed 
reindustrialization  of  Serbia  (see  [5]),  namely,  creation  of  new 
sustainable industrial structure of Serbia 
-  change  of  the  model  of  demand,  with  reorientation  from  purchase  of 
goods to satisfy the basic living requirements (food and drink)  to higher 
share  of  products  of  higher  processing  phases,  durable  consumable 
products  and  technological  equipment;  it  is  certain  that  without  new, 
major  investments  in  reconstruction/construction  of  new  production 
3.  DEVELOPMENT OF SERBIA IN THE SECOND DECADE OF 
THE 21
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facilities there is no chance for recovery of the Serbian economy on  a 
permanent  basis  (referrer  again    to  Graph  1  at  the  beginning  of  this 
paper);  this  means  a  growth  of  demand  for  modern  equipment  and 
energy and resource saving technologies     
-  the change of structure of the international trade with gradual share of 
final products and goods with higher phases of processing in exports, 
and cutting down the share of the consumable goods and energy and 
fuels (due to raising of efficiency) in import;  the long-term stability and 
development of Serbia  cannot be provided from export of unprocessed 
products,  live  animals,  basic  materials,  type  steel,  sheet  metal  and 
similar, but products from higher phases of processing into which were 
built the know-how  and innovations that have their  price in the  world 
exchanges.  
-  dematerialization of production under the influence of realization of the 
program  of  energy  and  any  other  efficiency,  namely,  reduction  of 
indicators  of  consumption  of  ton  of  oil  equivalent  per  unit  of  realized 
product ((TOE/GDP) where the current situation is almost catastrophic, 
because this indicator is more than 2.5 times greater for Serbia than for 
the  other  EU  countries  (if  just  old  EU  members  are  observed  the 
indicator is over 4 times greater!); Serbia has continued to behave, even 
in the circumstances of the world crisis and negative trends of almost all 
significant  indicators,  as  though  nothing  is  happening  –  there  is  no 
significant increase of recycling (paper, glass, cans, packaging, tires and 
many  other  raw  materials),    there  is  no  significant  participation  of 
collection and treatment of all waste and use of resources that are at our 
disposal,  but  we  continue  to  rely  on  procurement  of  new  resources, 
often from import.  
-  the change of the urbanization and regional development model where 
emphasis  would  be  made  on  realization  of  equal  chances  for  
development  in  the  territory  of  the  entire  Republic  (infrastructural 
prerequisites,  investment  climate  etc.);  a  positive  example  of  such, 
tentatively  said, decentralization is the case of Kragujevac and its entire 
surroundings with the arrival of a powerful multinational company and 
attracting  of  a  great  number  of  new  employees  and  entrepreneurs; 
Serbia must urgently conduct this type of territorial decentralization that 
will lead to a gradual elimination of spatial division that dominates the 
development trends in the last half of century (see more in [10]), which 
designates the territories in the water basin of two major rivers  – the 
Danube and the Sava river, where the creation of greatest part of GDP, 
employment, inflow of investment etc. is concentrated.  
Structural changes are desirable on the side of creation of GDP in the sense of 
strengthening the knowledge based economy (KBE) with the use of the present 
day key development resource – information and practical skills. It is necessary 
to emphasize here that these are changes that will show effects only within 5-7 
years, with a high level of uncertainty of made investment. It is necessary to 
remind that Serbia still allocates funds for financing science far below the level of Filipović, M.: Sustainable Development of Serbia at the beginning of the 21st Century 
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allocation from GDO of 3% (maximum up to 0.4%, namely, barely over € 100 
million as a maximum in 2008) defined by the strategy. The role of the state 
policy  in  this  respect  will  be  doubly  important:  first  of  all,  in  defining  the 
transformation of science-research sector on a sustainable basis, and second, 
by incentive acts that should lead to a far greater participation and interest of 
companies in investment in knowledge and science than today.  
Emphasis should be made on the programs that will raise the efficiency of the 
national economy, make it more competitive in the foreign market and make it 
easier for Serbia to close the foreign balance of its country.  This implies the 
raising of the level of energy efficiency; raising the general level of management 
know-how  in  domestic  businessmen,  particularly  of  small  and  medium 
companies  (we  have  almost  no  transition  of  companies  by  phases  of 
development  from  small  to  medium,  from  medium  to  large);  incentives  for 
processing facilities in spheres where we have certain comparative advantages 
or already developed “brands” (production of food and drinks, pharmaceutics, 
car industry etc.).  
In  the  distribution  of  created  revenue,  particularly  in  the  first  years,  it  is 
necessary to establish a balance between the created value and its distribution, 
namely,  it  is  impossible  to  continue  to  tolerate  a  situation  where  the  created 
GDP is 100% and its distribution over 100%, as today. According to the data 
(see details [4]) the level of distribution of GDP (total consumption) in the entire 
past  decade  is  above  the  level  of  realization  by  20-25%!  Normally,  this  is 
financed from inflow arriving from abroad, namely, someone else is paying for 
our consumption, but only as long as there is readiness and regulatory options 
for such a thing.   
Secondly,  it  is  necessary  to  provide  particular  incentive  for  domestic  savings 
which are highly inactive or oriented to other methods (taken out of the country 
due to uncertainty, cached in “mattresses” etc.). It is impossible to believe that 
the foreign investors will have more trust in the development abilities of Serbia 
than its citizens that avail of accumulation that can be invested. Therefore, it is 
necessary  to  cease  continuous  feigned  struggle  with  organized  crime  and 
corruption (in other words start cutting these phenomena at the roots of, first of 
all,  through  examples  from  own  lines,  and  not  “be  surprised  continuously  by 
unsavory  guys  among  us”),  producing  affairs,  atmosphere  of  uncertainty  and 
fear for own investments. The example of Croatia  and  its dealing  with these 
phenomena,  most probably under the pressure of the structures from Brussels  
in the process of full integration of this country in EU, is inspirational and to be 
expected, with a certain “time-lag“  as in other things.  
 A line needs to be drawn at a certain level and at a certain moment in time and 
after that guarantee full security of investment, inviolability of the right of property 
and  contract  in  accordance  with  the  European  standards  and  encourage  the 
domestic  investors  that  the  surplus  of  8  billion  Deutsch  marks  that  were 
exchanged  into  Euros  at  the  banks  of  Serbia  alone,    to  finally  begin  to  be 
actively oriented and used  for the good,  not just of their owners,  but through 
efficient investments  for the good of the entire society in Serbia. Unfortunately, it 
is necessary  to mention that the moment for something of this sort after the Filipović, M.: Sustainable Development of Serbia at the beginning of the 21st Century 
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political changes in late 2000 was not used,   but new power wielders tried to 
satisfy their own appetites in the clashes of newly established interests, without 
taking care of the general social interest. On the contrary.   
 
 
It  is  necessary  to  say  finally  that  the  problems  Serbia  is  faced  with  are  not 
strictly,  and  it  seems  neither  dominantly,  in  the  sphere  of  economy  and 
economic  and  development  policy.  There  is  no  attempt  to  diminish  the 
importance of efficient management of these elements, which was missing to a 
certain  extent  in  the  immediate  past.  However,  it  is  more  a  question  of  bad 
management of the total state, an outdated and unreformed political and social 
system,  underrating  and  privatization  of  the  public  interest  where  we  have  a 
completely  counterset    pyramid  of  priorities  (instead  of  satisfying  first    the 
general social, then collective and finally personal interests we have the entire 
sphere  of  management  public  goods  set  upside  down,  where  collective  and 
personal interests dominate, whereas the general interests are neglected and 
directly obstructed  in order to make an extra gain).  
Unfortunately, it seems that the process of  ruin and disintegration of the system 
is lasting so long and almost in continuity that a question is raised whether there 
is a solution, especially  a midterm one (it is superfluous to use words to talk 
about good and effective solutions within a period shorter than 4-5 years)?  
A very high degree of apathy and feeling of helplessness and dead-end has got 
hold of a very high percentage of population. When a question is posed: “Why 
don’t you change something?”, almost always the same answer is given on the 
futility of “rushing at the windmills”, inability to undertake anything that is efficient 
and appropriate in the existing system and environment, etc. Secondly, such a 
state in the majority of the population is gradually, but persistently strengthening 
the psychosis that it does not pay to do anything honest, because one cannot 
make  a  decent  living  that  way.  “Creative”  solutions  are  sought,  based  on 
“combinations” which are either outside the law, or dangerously on the border of 
permitted  behavior.  Only  this  is  considered  lucrative  activity,  quick  earn  and 
easy  cash.  Almost  systematically,  and  particularly  through  the  media,  the 
understanding  prevails  that  becoming  rich  quickly,  skipping  the  development 
levels and idling the time away and enjoying in showing wealth is something 
perfectly natural and available. We are gradually loosing one of the comparative 
advantages  that  was  setting  us  apart  for  decades  from  the  average  socialist 
countries, which is education, qualified, diligent and capable labor ready to build 
its  professional  career  systematically  and  on  a  long-term  basis  through 
continuous learning and upgrading the level of competence.    
In the course of the 90ies of the past and first decade of this century Serbia has 
practically  lost  its  middle  class  with  parallel  running  of  a  complete  social 
“restructuring” from the class aspect. The former middle, driving stratum of the 
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society,  embodied  in  highly  educated  office  workers,  highly  skilled  workers, 
small entrepreneurs and well positioned civil servants has practically completely 
lost  its  substantive  and  thereby  also  the  social  status  and  is  mostly  living 
miserably.  The  “skillful”  individuals,  mentioned  by  the  great  writer  Ivo  Andrić, 
reached a position where they define the social values and acceptable models of 
behavior. However, skipping of the entire social ladder and “development” steps 
has  left  an  indelible  trace  in  such  structures:  (relative)  material  poverty  from 
which they originated genetically has left a fear of returning to the initial level and 
maintaining of a constant wish to grab, completely incomprehensible to sound 
logic, even more of material wealth, to acquire another million of hard currency, 
to create such stocks of financial power that would guarantee to them (at least 
that’s what they think)  that no one and never can return them to the beginning.   
In the development theory today, as the best example of class structuring of a 
community is quoted the example of Australia, a land of enormous territory, with 
a relatively small population number. Namely, it is deemed that Australia has the 
strongest middle class, that a convincing majority of the population is positioned 
in this segment, whereas the extremes, both the richest as well as the poorest 
layers, are reduced to several percentages of the total population. Therefore, 
many analysts consider Australia to be one of the most promising countries, that 
it  is  much  less  susceptible  to  crisis  and  major  breakdowns  that  are  shaking 
some of the developed countries, such as, for example, USA. The development 
of  such  class  structuring  of  the  society  should  become,  not  just  nominal  – 
through regulations, but also realistic – in practice, the objective of the political 
powers that will lead Serbia in the second decade of the 21
st century so that we 
could speak about recover and prosperity for our children. A strong and socially 
respected middle class should create a new elite of Serbia that will take it from 
the present hopelessness into a country desirable for living.  
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